
CRAZY IN LOVE - $200
Indulge in a romantic celebration that will sweep you and

your special someone off your feet! Nestled on your bed, you
will find six decadent, hand-crafted chocolate-covered

strawberries, and to complement this sweet indulgence, we
have included a bottle of our house brut bubbles Adorning

the space, a dozen fresh roses and to add a playful touch, we
have scattered heart-shaped balloons throughout the room,

and a lover’s kit; creating a whimsical atmosphere that
captures the spirit of love and celebration.

*requires 24hr notice

LAZY SONG - $180
Have a nice relaxing stay with this added amenity
package! With three scented shower bombs you can enjoy
the nice aroma to jumpstart your relaxing night along with
a hydrating face mask snuggled in a cozy plush robe. Sip
on a glass of your choice of house red, white or brut
bubbles paired with our house made tea sandwiches.
*requires 24hr notice

GO SHAWTY – 
IT’S YOUR BIRTHDAY - $200
Get ready to kick off your special day in style with an
unforgettable birthday celebration that will leave you feeling
pampered and indulged from start to finish! A Happy Birthday
Banner adorns the walls, with balloons scattered along the
ceiling. A magnificent 3-tiered treat sensation including a
selection of cakes, pastries, and chocolates, expertly crafted to
create a symphony of flavors. We believe in the power of
thoughtful souvenirs; included in this package are two Hard
Rock San Diego shot glasses as a memento of your stay.
Understanding the importance of rest and rejuvenation after a
day of celebration, we have included two Liquid IV hydration
packs to replenish your body and boost your hydration levels.
Adding a touch of convenience, we are also providing a $100
Room Service credit. 

VIP EXPERIENCES



GLORY DAYS - $180
Featuring Templeton Rye Whiskey (the official Padres whiskey)
 you’ll be treated to a collection of complimentary Padres
 merchandise, including two stylish t-shirts, sunglasses, hats, 
and koozies, all neatly packaged in a signature Templeton 
backpack. To ensure your pregame festivities are nothing 
short of extraordinary, enjoy three refreshing tall boy local 
beers with two double-shot cans of Screwball Peanut Butter 
Whiskey. To satisfy your taste buds, we've also prepared a 
selection of crisp treats, perfectly paired with your chosen libations. 
But that's not all—your package extends beyond the refreshments. 
As an extra treat, we're including a free appetizer and two drinks from 
our renowned 207-lobby bar.

BREAKFAST AT TIFFANY’S - $150 
Get ready to indulge in the ultimate breakfast experience that will 

make your taste buds dance with joy! Imagine awakening to the 
irresistible aroma of freshly baked pastries, filling the air with their 

warm, buttery goodness, four decadent, mouthwatering donuts 
from the world-famous Donut Bar, a steaming pot of perfectly 
brewed coffee or tea, providing the invigorating kick-start you 

need to embrace the day ahead. Sip on the rich, aromatic brew, 
savoring every sip as it awakens your senses. But the breakfast 
extravaganza does not end there! You have the opportunity to 
create your very own Greek bowl, brimming with fresh berries, 

sprinkled with crunchy granola and drizzled with golden honey. 
Treat yourself to breakfast in bed, where every bite and sip will 

transport you to a realm of pure culinary delight and morning bliss.
*requires 24hr notice

CONT.

SINGLE LADIES - $165
Prepare for an unforgettable bachelorette party experience
that will leave you and your friends with memories to cherish
for a lifetime! To kick off the celebration, we offer you a
refreshing selection of 10 Topo Chico Ranch Waters or your
choice of beer, freshly made guacamole and 3 house made
salsas with chips. Staying hydrated is key, and that's why we
provide 5 Liquid IVs to keep you energized and feeling your
best throughout the festivities. To add a touch of flair and
fun, we present you with 5 bachelorette sashes. We also
provide cute and colorful heart-shaped glasses for you and
your friends to wear. 

VIP EXPERIENCES



WHITE WEDDING - $165
Get ready for an epic night out with your closest buddies before 
the big day arrives! Our exclusive package is designed to ensure 
you have an unforgettable celebration that will make 
memories to last a lifetime. To keep the party going, we offer 
you a selection of 10 Topo Chico Ranch Waters or your choice 
of ice-cold beers, our irresistible combination of chips with 
freshly made guacamole paired with 3 house made salsas. 
Staying hydrated is essential, and that's why we provide 
5 Liquid IVs to keep you and your squad energized throughout 
the night. To add a touch of style and unity, we provide 5 matching 
sunglasses and 5 koozies. These accessories will not only keep your 
drinks cool but also create a cohesive look among your group. So, gather your crew, raise a
toast to friendship, and get ready for an unforgettable night out. 

HAND-CRAFTED CHARCUTERIE BOARDS (4-6 PEOPLE)

Each board offers a tantalizing array of flavors, carefully crafted to satisfy your cravings, and
provide a memorable dining experience. Our meat and cheese board features a rotating selection

of premium cheeses and expertly curated meats. 
 

Our Mediterranean board features creamy and refreshing tzatziki, paired with an assortment of
olives, fresh, crisp veggies, creamy and velvety hummus, perfect for dipping with warm and fluffy

pita bread. 
 

Whether you're enjoying an intimate meal for two, hosting a gathering of four, or celebrating with
a larger group of six, our meat and cheese board and Mediterranean board come in sizes that

cater to your needs. Each board is thoughtfully curated to ensure a harmonious combination of
flavors, providing a memorable and satisfying dining experience for you and your companions.

 

VIP EXPERIENCES
CONT.

Vegan - $90 Mediterranean - $100 Signature - $150

*requires 24hr notice


